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necessarily betray, in the harshest possible
manner, the working class if they are reelected and so have to combat the economic
It is the policy of the lesser evil
-crisis.
Here we have an organisation with a tremenas
they
say,
to support the Labour Party as
dous array of publications and grand soundthe
anti-fascist
party and a crude doubleing words but what are they'
think to ignore the reactionary economic
policies it must employ. The Labour Party
First of all they have a fixation with war.
can never be imagined as the representatives
They see us headed towards more orld wars
tied to subThese being one of thCtools of manipulation of the workers while it remains
serv.ence
to
the
USA
and
its
imperialism
)
and oppression of the capitalist state. Perand
its
oppression.
<
an&J
aP1talism
sonally I cannot see the likelihood of such
an event, the war is being fought now, it is
No matter what, Freedom said (July22 - growa war which forces boredom and passivity
the need for Parliament rather
us and strangles our human potential to 05jing out of
than fighting it), anarchists will be oppose'
to imagine and to create.
actively and vigorously, to bpth Parliament
and its technique of survival, the election.
Secondly, they believe that capitalism has
fe . dp not advocate Liberalism without the
been in decay since World War 1 with nothpolite - but the victory of the working class
ing to offer but cycles of war, crises and
over Capitalism by means of its own power,
reconstructions. After the 2nd World War
that i&the power to organise itself, in
large areas of the problems of capitalism
other words Libertarian Workers Councils
were solved by the introduction of Keynesand not tose legislated for by the ICC.
ian type economic policies and the pursuance of a commoditist, affluent and circuslike organisation of social life (social
SEE WORLD REVOLUTION NO. 19.
survival), We were plunged into a period
THE PROBLEMS OF BRITISH ANARCHISM
where instead of naked force and oppression
or their appearances we were dulled, duped
-Anarchism - everywhere has its problems but
and deluded by the glittering images and
circuses of the new-style capitalist society. Britain has certain problems peculiar to itself.
This is not a decaying society in their
1
economitic and out-dated use of the term.
1. As everywhere the anarchists find foist€
This society, has achieved the position of
upon them certain individuals who are more
being able to market a naive view of its
a hindrance than a help. These are the indecay e.g., in leftist politics, and to
dividuals who glory in the mystique of anuse that skill as a way of diverting the
archists and anarchism, a mystique which is
eventual rediscovery by the working class,
entirely false (it is usuafly created in th€
of its creative potential. This society is
the society of the cliche and can adequately individuals head out of caricatures by the
media). - They are people who enjoy being eu
Thirdly, the ICC sees -itself a the builder
Part of a small intimate 'club' or if they
of the new party which will act as a- focus
end to be forceful in nature (i.e., authorfor the working class in the sense that the
taian, they can enjoy being big fish in
party will intervene and participate in the
small pools. Then there are the followersstruggles of the working class helping it to on who remain on the fringes but can't be
aachieve its own revolutionary organs and
persuaded to do anything except waste the ti
consciousness. The - idea is to create the
of those well commited to anarchism.
international power of the workers councils.
The idea that a party, any party being auth- 2. We have no real anarchist/anarchooritarian by nature, being able to foster
syndicalist labour organisation here. By ii
spontaneous action by the working classes
very nature it must be a mass movement and
is absurd. Such obviously anti-authoritarian
Lmpetus would always be towards that sort el
assemblies as workers' councils can never be activity. However, because of the fragment(
engendered by an authoritarian organisation. nature of British anarchism no congregation
It is like saying good will come out of bad
seems possible. It is a pity.
when you say the absence of manipulated power There is the Syndicalist Workers Federation
will come out of necessarily manipulated
winch is the British section of the IWA but
power.
this
is now so small as to be insignificant
*
(although it is very involved in the NWAF).
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST CURRENT OR
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST DRIBBLE?

--

-I would largely agree with their analysis
3. The regional federations seem to be onl
of left groups supporting oppressive and
half federations. Only a few people seem tc
- reformist parties such as the Labour Party
come to conferences (except at the inceptio±
in the - coming
elections. - Also the -fact
tha t....,
- rivand early days). There is little common ad
.-
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neutrality, and whilst it allows the form4. There is a general lack of self - discilineatjon
of special interest sub-groups if
in the movement as a whole. People do not
those interests are of a nature which anybother to attend meetings and a related feat- body can, if they so wish, freely elect to
Un
is the lack of theoretical discussion. I adopt or pursue, it discourages any which
am not promoting theoretical discussion as the are exclusive on grounds which include.
be-all and end-all of the anarchist movement characteristics over which people have no
but it does not appear that people are Willing control Thus there is a group of vegto discuss this society in relation to anarch_.et arj an Esperaütists, whilst some years ago
ism, and in particular their own anarchism
the proposal to form a group for black
with any depth or clarity.
Esperantists in New York was turned down,
LA ANARKISTO ESPERANTISTA
since such a group infringed the neutrality
rule by seeking to restrict membership to
Some time before this century began, an
those who qualified to belong through unanarchist congress in Europe passed a realterable characteristics of birth alone
commendation in the form of a resolution,
urging anarchists to do all they could to
Although there are some who maintain that
learn and to help spread the use of Esper —
the upholding of the neutrality rule amounts
to a fetish, I feel sure that it has had
anto as an auxillery language. It has a].ways surprised me that anarchists haven't
far reaching benefits for the internationalism of Esperanto, and has done much to
generally been more involved in the disemmination of Esperanto, since this manensure its survival, particularly attimes
when various governments have swept their
made and entirely neutral language so perfectly harmonises with the internationist
citizens up in murderous pursuits. By
ideals in which we all believe.
anticipating potential areas of future fric
tion they could thus become diffused before
Invented by a Polish eye-specialist, and
they became actual infringemeuth of neutfirst published in 1887, the purpose behind
rality.
4-h
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an 4worthy and laudible since Dr. L.L. Zanienhof Being a man-made language, Esperanto has
hoped that it would reduce inter-social
many advantages over the quirks and irregand racist strife between various ethnic
ularties or native languages which make the
groups in that particular part of Europe
learning of another tongue so difficult.
where he was living, from the very start
Nor does it have the lunacy of gender to conthe neutrality of Esperanto was seen to be
fuse us, (Although sexual differences are
of the utmost importance if the idea was to easy to form), and by the clever use of
gain any widespread credence and widespread prefixes and suffixes, it is possible to
support, and Zamenhof knew that his language render shades of meaning in one root word,
would have to be one that was fairly easy
which in another language would require the
to learn, and which would not unfairly dis- stringing together of seversl words in order
advantage the native speaker of any other
to get the same meaning. Let me give some
language.
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examples. The Esperanto word for 'A dog'
is htmdo, huM- being the 'root and -o being
the indjcation of a noun. Adject.ves ere
formed by taking the root word and adding
to it. Thus hands would be 'dog-like.' ..
Suffixes denote various things and can be
added to the root word in order to change itsmeaning, -id means 'offspring', -in denotes
'female sex', -etmeans 'small', and
means 'large'. Theses can be added and intermixed as you wish, and below I give some of
the permutations winch can be rendered
-

hundo
hundino
hundidb
hundidino
hundeto
hundetino
hundego
hundegino
.hundideto
hundidetino
hundidego
hundidegino
and so On.......

-

dog
bitch
dog -puppybitch puppy
toy breed dog
toy breed bitch
large breed dog
large breed bitch
toy breed dog puppy
toy breed bitch puppy
large breed dog puppy
large breed bitch puppy

Because it was invented in Poland,many countz
in te Eastern power bloc teach Esperanto in
schools, so it therefore has great potential
a tool by which we can spread and encoura
libertarian and anti-authoritarian ideas in
part of the world where not only is there a
pressing need for them, but where at present
we ñve little contact or communication
prectsely because of the language barrier.
language is an immensely authoritarian weapoi
Governments and rulers easily surmount this
barrier by-employing professional translaton
but ordinary pbople are effectively divided
and kept apart by language and-remain strangi
to one another on an intimate level. Could
anything be more at variance with the anarch
ideal and its basic principles?
Should any readers be further interested in
learning more about Esperanto, perhaps we
could get together and form classes in the
Sheffield area.
See contact address.

These suffixes are quite numerous is Esperanto
and become so entirely familiar with use that
they can sometimes provide amusement.. After
all, what other language has such rich potential to deflate male chauvinism with its
simple ability to refer to the male sex organ
as either peniso or penisto (Yes, I'll
allow that they can counter with a bragging
penisego
but neutrality is all important!)
Of course Esperanto can be criticised, but
much criticism often evaporates when the
more knowledgeable reveal that there are
often sound linguistic reasons for things
which may at first puzzle you.
.....

It is perhaps understandable that the
Esperanto movement constantly stresses the
ease with which the language can be learnt,
but I'm inclined to think that this can be a
shade counter-productive. Compared to any
native tongue Esperanto is easy to learn, but
it is not simple that it doesn't require a
bit of time and effort to achieve reasonable
fluency. Because this fact is often glossed
over in Esperanto literature, I think beginners
sometimes get discouraged enough early in the
learning process to abandon it altogrthei.
This is a pity, because the internationlist
ideals of Esperanto entirely parallel anarchist ideals, and5 personally would very much like
ot see a world-wide anarchist publication
printed entirely in Esperanto. Summer camps
would become much easier to participate
and certainly all international gatherings
would benefit enormously if those present
knewEsperanto as an auxiliary language in
which to communicate with one another.
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GRASS HASH : MARIJUANA
The most recent British appraisel of dannabis
September 28th sees the Golden Jubilee of bpz been published by Professor J.D.P. Graham,
cannabis prohibition in the UK. It was on a-ofessor of Pharmacology in Cardiff and a
this disastrous day in 1928 that the 1925 member of the Advisory Council on the Misuse of
Dangerous Drugs Act came into effect which Drugs in his books 'Cannabis Now' (1977). He
first made cannabis illegal. Cannabis is
comments: 'It is fortunate for those who adthe most widely used illegal drug in the UK vocate the more ready dissemination of cannabis
today. It is estimated that five million
that it is singularly harmless'. After repeople have committed a criminal offence
viewing all available evidence he concludes
trying it. Five-million that's over ten
that people should not be prosecuted for
times the population of Sheffield or approx- possession of less than 30 grams of cannabis
imately 8% of Bntains' Population, surely and that after a due period more widespread
that makes it one of the largest minority changes might well ke appropiate. 'It may
bodies around.
be found that all the argument has been Us- - voted to the non-drug of the century.'
Millions of pounds worth of research has
failed to prove that cannabis is - a source of harm either to he consumer or to the
t.11v4. AND J.P.L. (members of the Legalise
rest of society. at in Britain today any- Cannabis Campaign in Sheffield).
one found in possession of cannabis faces a
maximum penalty of five years of imprisonment
and/or unlimited fine. Cultivation, supply,
import and export of cannabis all carry maximum penalties of 1+ years imprisonment and/
or unlimited fine.

V

There are at the present time three organisations calling for changes in the laws conCr
1 t Cen" Hfl
cerning cannabis. The oldest is Release who
k)
have, among other things, provided expert
/
RI' /
advice and assistance for individuals arrested
S
on cannabis - related offences. Next is the
cMf
'Smokey Bears' who have been trying, very
PccflE ?ITYI/
successfully to make the law harder to enforce by large scale 'smoke ins' in Hyde
Park. The third group which has the support
of Release and -runs parallel to the 'Smokey
Bears' is the recently formed 'Legalise Cannabis Campaign' which was inaugurated at
a public meeting at the Central Hall Westminster on June 3rd. The meeting was chaired
by Maureen Colquhoun MP, and had an impressive list of speakers:- Solicitor David Offenbach, Don Aitken drug abuse research
and information consultant, Reverend Bill
Deane from the American organisation NORML
(The National Organisation for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws), Tim Nalyon and Bob Nightingle
from the Campaign itself. The Legalise
Cannabis Campaign can be contacted at 29, Old
Bond Street, London W1X 3kB/e1 - 289 3881,
and desperately needs members.
During te past Bo years there have been 13
major national and International reports and
and commissions of inquiry on cannabis. Each
report has reached broadly the same conclusion
that the dangers of cannabis have been greatly exaggerated, that moderate use is not harmful,
that excessive use is rare and even then does
not lead to any disability.
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convict and placed in the same cell as
Needham to get it. He was quite unknown
to Needham, who confideS in him, how he
had been offered £10 by Thompson, the
Seeretry of the Scythe Grinders' Union
to blow Tyzack up. We have always been
told that these tricks were not played in
English jails, and that it is contrary
to English law, that men should thus be
entrapped into confessions implicating
themselves and others, but there can be
no doubt that this was done.
But now a word as to the cause of
the outrages. If the Saw Grinders' Union
had small respect for life and the
property of their masters, who had
taut them a better lesson?
Not the law surely, by which Trade
Unions, which acted "in restraint of
trade" were "criminal" ... Trade Unions
that called men out on strike were
therefore "illegal"
.,. Save for the Acorn Street Outrage,
for which Broadhead was not responsible,
there was no senseless ferocity in
Sheffield. Broadhead, and his ministers
of vengeance, did not strike at the lives
of the innocent.
To spread terror among the enemies
of the Union by the cool and scientific
use of violence was the aim ... Years of
persecution and oppression had bred men
who met tenor with terror. ... How many
Trade Union leaders nowadays would risk
penal servitude or death for the cause
of labour? And surely the capitalists
who commit wholesale murder by their
devilish greed in factory and mine
have no right to cast stones at the
Secretary of the Saw Grinders Union.
Let us be just. Oppression reaps a
deadly harvest The can of powder of
English Trade Unionists denied the right
of combination by cruel laws has now
evolved into the dynamite bomb of the
Continental Anarchist who groans beneath
a more terrible oppression

SHEFFIELD OUTRAGES
The following am extracts from a
pamphlet, "The Sheffield Outrages",
shortly to he published by the John
Creaie Memorial Society, which is a
reprint of the original pamphlet
produced by "The Anarchist" in the late
19th century.
The use of dynamite by Continental
Anarchists has provoked much indignation
in the capitalist press. What has led to
the outrages, the tyranny of Continental
governments and their police is quite
forgotten, and the Anarchists are
pictured as incarnate fiends delighting
in slaughter and massacre for its own
sake • There is no word expresses the
opinions of ... the capitalist Press as
the word "UnEnglish".
"These outrages could only be
committed by benighted foreigners
or Irishmen," say these gentlemen.
"Englishmen are incapable of these
diabolical deeds. They are abhorrent
to the frank, honest English nature.
English workmen can settle all their
differences with their employers by
peaceful combination, a more exoefle
excellent way than by explosions of
dynamite, or by the knife and
bullet of the assassin."
But peaceful combination is not always
possible, when strikes are crushed by
charge a of cavalry, as in Spain, or when
strike funds are seized and strike
committees arrested, as they are in France
We will not say, as many writers
suppose, that Sheffield ... was the only
town where the decrees of the Union were
enforced by the blowing up of factories
or shooting capitalists. ... Like rick
burning, or machine smashing, they were
an inheritance of the evil days of
oppression and coercion.
All the efforts of the authorities
to capture the perpetrators of these
deeds were fruitless, though they were
not too scrupulous as to the means they
employed. Nr.Tyzack, a master who
employed blacklegs and boys, had his
works blown up in 1 56. A man, named
Needham, received four years penal
servitude for this offence • And Tyzack,
who wanted some information, was
admitted into Derby jail, dressed as a
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Sheffield Libertarian Society
Nottingham Teapot Club,
c/o Mushroom,
10 Heatheote Street,
NOTTINGHAM

Kristokolev Yordanov, born 24th April 1911.
Editor of the journal
Pensee Ouvriere',
militant of the Anarchist - Communist
Federation of Bulgaria has now totalled 4
years in detention.
Alexandre Nakov, for clandestine activity in
defense of his ideas, has suffered repeated
detention.

WE'RE GOING TO DO '...
MOST OF OUR TRAINING
WITH THE EAT IN GEIIUNY.
THEY'RE A GREAT BUNCH
AND WE'LL HAVE LOTS OF 11

Others include Athanas Artakov, Luten
Djevuiakov, Athanas Kirov.
International public opinion is indifferent
repression in Bulgaria. The silence of the
bourgeois press can only help to create this
lack of opinion, with the complicity of the
State and its parties this will continue.
The militants of the French Anarchist Federation, adherents to the International
Federation of Anarchists, recommends that
all men and woman of all persuasions to
mobilise in a campaign in favour of our five
comrades, the Bulgratian Anarchists
Liberty for the Bulgarian Anarchists
Down with dictatorship
Published in Monde Libertaire No. 246,
La Internazzionale lath August and Voss
Anarquista Vol 4 No. 38

Can any pleasure we are allowed to taste be
compared sith the indescribable joy of
casthig aside every form of restraint and
breaking every conceivable law?'
()

